ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
On the basis of low rates of colon cancer in Africa, where high quantities of fiber are consumed (1), Burkitt proposed in 1971 that high dietary fiber intake might protect against this malignancy. Since that time, there has been a great deal of investigation into the potential protective effect of fiber on colorectal neoplasia. Many correlational and case-control epidemiologic studies have supported a protective effect of fiber on colorectal neoplasia (2-8); however, several prospective studies have yielded equivocal results (9 -12) . Furthermore, the results of 2 large randomized clinical trials failed to show protection from recurrent adenomas with increased fiber contents, decreased fat contents, or both in the diet (13, 14) . In the Polyp Prevention Trial (PPT), there was no reduction in risk of colorectal adenoma recurrence with the consumption of a low-fat, high-fiber diet (14) . In the Wheat Bran Fiber (WBF) Trial, there was no difference in the rate of recurrent adenomatous polyps between those randomly assigned to consume a high-fiber supplement and those in the low-fiber group (13) . More recently, reports from 2 large observational investigations found that increased fiber intake was significantly associated with a reduced risk of colorectal adenomas (15) and cancer (16) . Thus, the relation between fiber and colorectal neoplasia remains controversial. Of interest, results from both the WBF trial and the PPT suggest that there may be a sex difference with regard to the effect of the interventions tested (13, 14) and that the amount of fiber consumption at baseline might also have affected the results (17) . We had the unique opportunity to pool data from the WBF trial and the PPT-2 large, wellconducted clinical trials that both included an intervention aimed at adding fiber to the diet to determine whether fiber had different effects in men and women.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects
Data from participants in the WBF trial and the PPT were pooled to conduct the current analyses. The design and results of these trials were described in detail in the literature (18, 19) , and a brief description of each trial is included below.
Wheat Bran Fiber Trial
The WBF trial was conducted at the University of Arizona to assess whether the consumption of a high-fiber cereal supplement reduces the risk of adenoma recurrence compared with a low-fiber supplement. Study participants were patients who had recently had a colorectal adenoma removed at colonoscopy. Participants were randomly assigned to receive either 13.5 or 2.0 g fiber/d as a cereal supplement for 3 y (18) . Baseline data regarding demographic, medical, and lifestyle characteristics were collected with questionnaires, and dietary habits were assessed with the Arizona Food Frequency Questionnaire (13) . Nutrient intakes were calculated by multiplying the frequency of each food item's consumption by the nutrient composition for the age-and sex-specific portion size. A total of 1304 study participants completed the WBF trial by having at least one postrandomization colonoscopy, a diagnosis of colorectal cancer, or both. Compared with the low-fiber supplement, the high-fiber supplement had no effect on the risk of colorectal adenoma recurrence (13) . The study was approved by the University of Arizona Human Subjects Committee and local hospital committees, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant before study enrollment.
Polyp Prevention Trial
The PPT was a multicenter study conducted by the National Cancer Institute to determine whether an intervention diet of decreased fat and increased fiber, fruit, and vegetables decreased the risk of adenoma recurrence after 4 y of follow-up in participants who had had a polyp removed (19) . For the collection of demographic information, behavioral and clinical characteristics questionnaires were administered at baseline (19) . Dietary data were ascertained with the use of a modified Block-National Cancer Institute Food Frequency Questionnaire (20) . Participants selected frequency and serving size for each food item, then the frequency of each food item's consumption was multiplied by the nutrient composition for the age-and sex-specific portion size to calculate nutrient intakes. Both the WBF trial and the PPT used US Department of Agriculture food-composition tables to assess dietary fiber. These values for total dietary fiber were obtained by using the Association of Official Analytic Chemists method (21) . A total of 1905 participants completed the trial by having any endoscopic procedure after the year 1 colonoscopy or, for subjects who missed the year 1 colonoscopy, any endoscopic procedure performed ͧ2 y after randomization. No effect of the dietary intervention on adenoma recurrence was observed (14) . Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants, and the trial was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the National Cancer Institute and by each participating clinic.
Definition of adenoma recurrence
Both the WBF and PPT study protocols included a colonoscopy at year 1, which were followed by another at year 3 (WBF) or year 4 (PPT). For the current analyses, any adenoma or colorectal cancer that occurred after randomization in either trial was included as a recurrence. We selected this endpoint criterion because not all of the WBF participants had both a year 1 and year 3 colonoscopy, because the guidelines for endoscopy surveillance changed during the course of the study. Note that this classification of adenoma recurrence differs from that used in the original PPT, in which it was defined as an adenoma detected after year 1 of the trial.
Data pooling
Data for the PPT were submitted electronically by the National Cancer Institute to the Arizona Cancer Center for pooling with data from the WBF trial. Checks for accuracy and missing values were conducted for each data set individually. Discrepancies were noted and the submitting investigators were queried to resolve any outstanding issues. Variables from both data sets were assigned common names and, if necessary, converted to common units of measurement. Data from each study site were analyzed individually before pooling. After the data sets were combined, thorough checks were conducted to ensure that the pooled data for each study site were identical to the original data set.
For the purpose of assessing the effect of the dietary intervention from each study on adenoma endpoints in the pooled data set, a dichotomous variable was created with 2 categories: the intervention group and the reference group. The intervention group included those participants in the WBF trial who were assigned to the high-fiber treatment group and received 13.5 g fiber/d as a cereal supplement and those in the PPT who were randomly assigned to adopt a diet that was low in fat and high in fiber, fruit, and vegetables. The reference group consisted of those WBF trial participants who received 2.0 g fiber/d and those in the PPT who were assigned to follow their usual diet.
Statistical analyses
All analyses were completed by using the STATA version 8 statistical software package (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX). Summary data for the baseline characteristics were calculated by using a Student's t test for continuous variables and by chi-square analysis for categorical variables.
For the comparison of adenoma recurrence and advanced adenoma recurrence between the intervention and reference groups, unconditional logistic regression models were used to generate odds ratios and 95% CIs for the outcome variables of adenoma and advanced adenoma recurrence. First, baseline characteristics (including age, sex, body mass index, family history of colorectal cancer, presence of colorectal polyps before the qualifying exam, current aspirin use, hormone replacement therapy (HRT) use, current smoking, dietary variables, and baseline adenoma characteristics) were tested with likelihood ratio tests to determine which variables were associated with adenoma or advanced adenoma recurrence; those that were significantly related were included in the final model. These analyses were conducted in the total pooled population as a whole, by sex, and by study and sex. Interaction terms were constructed and evaluated for statistical significance with likelihood ratio tests.
Intake of dietary fiber at baseline was categorized into 4 quartiles based on the distribution of the pooled study population. To examine the effect of baseline fiber intake on the outcome variable of adenoma recurrence, the categorical variable was tested in logistic regression models. The analyses were conducted for the WBF trial and the PPT individually among all participants and stratified by sex. These analyses were then repeated for the pooled study population.
To assess whether the intake of baseline dietary fiber modified the effect of the intervention, odds ratios and 95% CIs were calculated with logistic regression models to test the association between the intervention group and the outcome variable adenoma recurrence within each quartile of baseline fiber intake. These analyses were conducted for the pooled study population as a whole and by sex. Statistical results for all tests were considered significant if the 95% CIs did not include 1.0 or if the P value was ͨ 0.05.
RESULTS
A comparison of baseline characteristics in the WBF trial and the PPT, tested by using chi-square analyses for categorical variables and a Student's t test for continuous variables, is shown in Table 1 . Participants in the WBF were older, were more likely to be white, and were more likely to be current aspirin users than were those in the PPT. With regard to HRT, more women in the WBF reported receiving HRT (P ҃ 0.08); however, the questionnaire for WBF asked about HRT in the previous 10 y, whereas that for the PPT inquired about current use. Those in the WBF trial were less likely to have a family history of colorectal cancer but were more likely to have had colorectal polyps. Participants in the WBF trial reported higher intakes of fiber, calcium, and folate, whereas those in the PPT consumed higher quantities of fat. No differences between the 2 trials were detected for energy intake. With regard to baseline adenoma characteristics, a significantly greater proportion of participants had large adenomas and more than one adenoma in the WBF trial than in the PPT, although there were no differences in the location of the adenomas within the colorectum. Finally, participants in the WBF trial were significantly more likely to have an adenoma with some villous histology at baseline than were those in the PPT.
Overall, as evaluated with logistic regression analyses, there was no effect of treatment group on adenoma recurrence in the pooled WBF and PPT populations ( Table 2) . However, among men in the combined population, those in the fiber intervention group had a significantly lower odds of adenoma recurrence than did the reference group. For women, a nonsignificant, slightly increased odds of adenoma recurrence was detected. The addition of an interaction term for sex and fiber intervention group, evaluated with a likelihood ratio test, showed a statistically significant result (P 0.03). The 3-factor interaction (sex, baseline fiber intake, and treatment group) was also statistically significant (P 0.03), although a 4-factor interaction that also included a variable for study was not (P 0.12). An assessment of the studies individually showed no significant effects of the fiber intervention on either the total population or by sex.
The results of logistic regression analyses for the association between fiber intervention and the recurrence of advanced adenomas, defined for the current analyses as adenomas with a villous component or a size of ͧ1 cm, or both, are presented in Table 3 . In one or more first-degree relatives. 4 History of polyps or adenomas before the qualifying colonoscopy. 5 Use in the past month for the WBF Trial and current use at baseline for the PPT. 6 Hormone replacement therapy among women (yes or no) in the past 10 y for the WBF Trial and current use at baseline for the PPT; lower numbers reflect missing data.
7 All dietary data, except alcohol, are energy-adjusted.
The adjusted odds ratios for the fiber intervention in the total population and in men and women separately were not statistically significant. Although the results were not statistically significant, the direction of the effect for men and women was the same as that observed for total adenoma recurrence. No significant studyspecific associations for fiber intervention group and advanced adenoma recurrence were shown. As shown in Table 4 , baseline fiber intake was not associated with adenoma recurrence in the total population, as evaluated with logistic regression models. No significant relations were observed by sex in the pooled population. For the WBF trial, higher baseline fiber intake was associated with a significantly reduced risk of adenoma recurrence in the men. No significant associations were observed for women in the WBF trial or for any analyses of baseline fiber in the PPT. Further analyses of baseline fiber intake by source (grains compared with fruit and vegetables) showed no significant effects (data not shown).
Crude and adjusted odds ratios from logistic regression analyses for the effect of intervention group compared with the reference group on adenoma recurrence, within each quartile of baseline fiber intake, are shown in Table 5 . Among the pooled population, there were no significant effects of the intervention by quartile of baseline fiber intake. For men, a significantly protective effect was observed for the intervention group in the highest quartile of baseline fiber intake only, whereas no significant association was detected for women.
In an attempt to further clarify the observed sex differences, we tested the effect of HRT on adenoma recurrence in the women from our pooled population to determine whether it modified the effect of the fiber intervention. A nonsignificant decreased odds of recurrence was detected among the women who received HRT; however, the effect of the fiber intervention did not vary by HRT status (data not shown). 1 Number of participants with recurrences/total number of participants in the treatment group. 2 Adjusted logistic regression models include age, BMI, sex (for total population only), family history of colorectal cancer, dietary calcium, alcohol intake, study, history of previous polyps, number of colonoscopies, number of adenomas at baseline, largest adenoma at baseline, and location of adenomas at baseline.
3 For sex and treatment group, tested with the likelihood ratio test. The interaction of sex, baseline fiber intake, and treatment group was statistically significant, P 0.03.
Table 3
Odds ratios (and 95% CIs) for advanced adenoma recurrence in the intervention group in the Wheat Bran Fiber (WBF) Trial, the Polyp Prevention Trial (PPT), and both trials combined, stratified by sex 
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1 Advanced adenoma recurrence defined as an adenoma with villous component or a size of ͧ1 cm, calculated with logistic regression models. 2 Adjusted models include age, number of colonoscopies, study, and number of adenomas at baseline. 3 For sex and treatment group, tested with a likelihood ratio test. All possible main effects, 3-factor interactions, and 2-factor interactions were also tested; none were found to be statistically significant, except for the main effect of trial (P 0.001).
DISCUSSION
The current study was conducted to determine whether there was a differential response by sex to the interventions administered in the PPT and WBF trial. After pooling the data from the 2 trials, we confirmed that men in the intervention group had a significantly reduced odds of adenoma recurrence, whereas no significant effect was observed for women.
Evidence in the literature indicates that fiber may have different effects on the colon, depending on sex. The Nurses Health Study showed no protective effect of fiber among a cohort of 88 757 women, although the medians for the lowest and highest quartiles of fiber intake in this group varied by a factor of 2.5 (12) . Among women in the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project, no significant association between total dietary fiber intake and colorectal cancer was shown (10) . Only one prospective analysis conducted in women ascertained a significant protective effect of whole-grain fiber on colon cancer (22) . Prospective investigations conducted among men and women combined 
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1 Values for adenoma recurrence were calculated with logistic regression modeling and with quartile of baseline intake as the independent variable. The models were adjusted for age, BMI, sex (for total population only), family history of colorectal cancer, dietary calcium, alcohol intake, study (for total population only), number of colonoscopies, intervention group, history of previous polyps, number of adenomas at baseline, largest adenoma at baseline, and location of adenomas at baseline.
2 For sex and quartile of baseline fiber intake, tested with a likelihood ratio test with 3 df. The interaction term for treatment group-by-sex was statistically significant (P 0.03). A 3-factor interaction term for sex, baseline fiber intakes and treatment group was also statistically significant (P 0.03).
Table 5
Odds ratios (and 95% CIs) for a comparison of adenoma recurrence between the intervention group and the reference group within each quartile of baseline fiber intake in the pooled Wheat Bran Fiber Trial and Polyp Prevention Trial study populations Median baseline fiber intake (g/d) 1 Calculated by using likelihood ratio tests. No statistically significant trends were observed, although the 3-factor interaction for sex, baseline fiber intake, and treatment group and the 2-factor interaction for treatment group and sex were significant (P ͨ 0.05).
2 Number of participants with recurrences/total number of participants for the quartile. 3 Adjusted for age, BMI, sex (for total population only), family history of colorectal cancer, dietary calcium, alcohol intake, study, history of previous polyps, number of colonoscopies, number of adenomas at baseline, largest adenoma at baseline, and location of adenomas at baseline. (15, 16, 23) , or among men alone (9) , were more likely to show a protective effect of fiber on colorectal neoplasia, although one recent study did not (24) . For example, a large prospective study of men from the Health Professionals Follow-Up Study found a significant protective effect of fruit fiber and soluble fiber intakes against adenoma (9) , and a recent prospective study indicated that cereal fiber was associated with a lower risk of advanced colorectal neoplasia in a primarily male population (23) . The results from the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition and the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial also provided evidence that fiber is protective against colorectal cancer (16) and adenomas (15) in populations of men and women, although sex-specific differences were not observed. In contrast, ͧ3 clinical trials failed to observe a protective effect of fiber interventions on colorectal adenomas in study populations comprised of men and women (11, 13, 14) , including the WBF trial and the PPT. Only after stratification by sex did the protective effect of fiber against colorectal neoplasia become apparent in the current analysis.
The reasons for differences in response to fiber by sex are unknown. Studies have indicated that HRT in postmenopausal women is protective against colorectal neoplasia (25, 26) . It has been suggested that dietary fiber reduces estrogen concentrations in women (27) (28) (29) ; thus, supplementing women with dietary fiber might actually be unfavorable for colorectal neoplasia if estrogen is indeed protective. Although we had only a crude measure of HRT use, we did not detect any modification of the association between fiber intervention and adenoma recurrence by use of HRT (data not shown).
Another possibility is the observed differences in colonic location of polyps and tumors between men and women. McCashland et al (30) used data from the Clinical Outcomes Research Initiative to evaluate sex differences in polyp location and found that women were more likely than men to develop pure rightsided (proximal) polyps. It is possible that dietary fiber is more effective in preventing the recurrence of left-sided (distal) polyps, although the opposite has been argued for fermentable fibers (10) . Several of the prospective studies discussed herein suggest either stronger or exclusive protection of dietary fiber for distal lesions (9, 15, 16, 22) ; however, in some cases, proximal lesions were not evaluated. Both of the clinical trials evaluated in the current analyses suggested that participants in the fiber intervention groups had fewer recurrences in the distal colon than in the reference groups (13, 14) . However, we conducted analyses to test the association between fiber intake and adenoma location and found no statistically significant effects (data not shown).
With regard to the association between baseline fiber intake and colorectal adenoma recurrence, there were differences between the WBF trial and the PPT. Men in the WBF trial exhibited a statistically significant reduced risk of recurrence, particularly in the highest quartile of intake, whereas the results for those in the PPT were null. The Arizona Food Frequency Questionnaire, used for dietary measures in the WBF trial (13), was slightly modified from the Block questionnaire used for the PPT (20) . Therefore, the instruments were similar and we would expect that the baseline measures of fiber intake would be measured with similar accuracy. Those in the WBF trial did consume significantly higher amounts of dietary fiber at baseline than did those in the PPT, so it is possible that a higher usual intake of fiber is required for beneficial effects in the colorectum.
We did not observe an association between the fiber interventions and recurrence of advanced colorectal adenomas for either sex. Our results agree with those of Lieberman et al (23) , who reported no association between total fiber intake and prevalence of advanced neoplasia. In contrast, results from the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial showed a significant trend for protection from advanced adenoma for both sexes combined (P ҃ 0.03) (15) . Because advanced lesions accounted for Ȃ12% of recurrences in the WBF trial and the PPT, it is possible that we had insufficient power to detect a significant difference.
Potential limitations of the current work include the combination of data from 2 clinical trials in which different interventions were used. The WBF trial compared the effects of a high-fiber cereal supplement (13.5 g/d) with those of a low-fiber supplement (2.0 g/d) (13) , whereas the PPT compared the effects of decreased dietary fat intakes and increased intakes of fiber, fruit, and vegetables with those of a habitual diet (14) . Therefore, when the intervention groups were combined, we could not rule out the potential effects that the low-fat component of the PPT intervention may have had on these results. Of interest was the observation that the participants in the WBF trial also significantly decreased their fat intakes over time, although this was true in both the high-fiber and low-fiber groups (31) . Finally, we could not rule out the possibility that the observed difference between sexes was a chance finding of subgroup analyses.
The strengths of this investigation included the large sample size afforded by pooling 2 large clinical intervention trials. Although each trial individually suggested a sex effect for the intervention groups, pooling the 2 studies allowed for increased precision of the point estimates. Both studies were carefully conducted clinical trials that used similar food-frequency questionnaires and follow-up methods. In addition, both trials were prospective in nature and had minimal loss-to-follow-up of study participants.
In summary, the results of the current study show that men who were randomly assigned to a diet high in fiber, low in fat, or both had a significantly decreased risk of colorectal adenoma recurrence, whereas no effect was detected for women. Although the mechanism by which these differential effects occur remains unclear, future investigations should include stratified sex analyses as well as further study of the effect of fiber on specific colon locations.
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